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HomePointe – The Philosophy – Kurt Bruner 
What Does It Reflect? 

 
What you just saw is about a 60 second overview of something I have the opportunity to teach/lecture about 
at Dallas Seminary, where I’m on the adjunct faculty, and that is about a theology of the home.  And I want 
to briefly, before we dive into strategy and implementation - I want to briefly talk about that we need to, if 
we’re going to create a culture of intentional families, we need to begin by having ourselves a pretty solid 
theology of the family. 

We have found in working with leaders across the country, that this something most of us did not receive in 
our seminary training or whatever professional training we received for the job that we’re in.  And so here 
we are in these church contexts and sometimes feel a tension between, “Well, I’m about the church and yet, 
how do we do the family thing?  I think there’s a passage in Deuteronomy and another one in Ephesians; I 
guess we can teach on that once in a while.”  We don’t have this well, thought through, integrated theology 
of the home. 

At Lake Pointe we decided that the place to begin – and this is backstage, this isn’t something we share with 
everyone out front – but backstage, we need a pretty good summary of our theology of the home so that we 
as leaders can articulate it and have a framework for everything it is that we do. 

We say it simply this way – Most believers are called to worship God through the intimacy of marriage and 
the blessing of children.  Let me stop right there.  You don’t have to be apologetic about that or hesitant 
about that or be careful about how you couch that language.  Most believers will themselves tell you that 
they feel that’s their call, marriage and family.  That’s the normal path, the normative path of the vast 
majority of humanity, the vast majority of Christians.  Not everyone, some are called to the life of 
singleness and celibate single service and so forth.  But the vast majority, this is where they’re called.  And 
so because of that we call them as a church to three things. 

First of all we call it “Show Christ.”  Every marriage is intended to be a masterpiece reflecting THE 
marriage between God and His people.  Our marriage ministries are not simply about helping people have 
better communication or better sex lives or whatever it is we may be teaching on.  Our marriage ministry, in 
an over-arching sense, is about calling people to fulfill their call to become an icon, a picture of the gospel 
itself.  Ephesians 5 tells us, “this is a mystery, but this I’m talking about is Christ in the church.”  

God has given us living pictures of the gospel without which it is very difficult for people to grasp and 
understand the words of the gospel that we teach.  We don’t understand why Paul calls it a mystery, but we 
know it when we see it.  When we see a marriage that’s a God-honoring marriage, that’s designed as its 
intended to be; when we see two becoming one in beautiful intimacy, we have an echo of an understanding 
of a God, who is Three-in-One Persons, don’t we?  We don’t understand how, but we know it’s a mystery.  
So having a solid theology of the home starts with, “Showing Christ” means embodying, becoming a picture 
of the gospel by attending to our marriages. 

Of course “Raising Believers”, we talk about that more commonly.  Those blessed with the gift of children 
and grandchildren are called to inspire and nurture next generation faith as life’s greatest priority.  Again, 
you don’t have to be apologetic about that or hesitant about that.  If God has blessed them with children, it is 
their primary ministry calling and you can call them to do so with great confidence. 
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And finally, something I refer to as the incarnational aspect of this, “Be Jesus”.   A strong family attracts the 
next generation and the next door neighbor to Christ because its where “The Word is made Flesh” in our 
daily lives. 

Christianity is not the faith of a book.  And we sometimes mistake our faith for the faith of a book, right, 
when we talk about the Word, but what do the scriptures say?   “The Word became flesh”, right?  
Christianity is the only faith where God Himself became flesh.  And He calls us as believers to embody, in 
flesh, the gospel.  And nowhere does that occur more than in a God-honoring Christian home. 

When my wife and I, theoretically, if my wife and I were ever to have a disagreement….that I was right 
on….the time when I’m biting my tongue rather than biting her head off, is when I’m being Jesus in that 
relationship.  When I’m humbling myself.  And I can read every book that Richard Foster has ever written 
on the spiritual disciplines or I can bite my tongue in an argument with my wife, and in the second I’m 
becoming more like Christ.  In the first, I’m learning about Christ.  Do you see the difference?  It’s about 
embodiment. 

So the “infleshment” of the gospel occurs in our lives in the context of our marriages and in our 
relationships with our children.   And so we can with confidence call people this, and then when we develop 
our strategies, our strategies are designed to help make that occur in their lives. 

Now let’s talk about things that you already know real quickly – Faith Transfer Realities in our generation.  
We know that there’s a third, a 32% likelihood of a person accepting Christ as Savior before age thirteen.  
That drops down to 6% for the rest of their lives.   Now, we’re talking statistically of all those whoever 
come to faith, the vast majority do so in that age window.  Of course people come to faith beyond that.  But 
if you were, and I’m going to ask you today at times to think as if you were a business strategist, all right?  
If you were a business strategist and you said, “What is the low-lying fruit for impact?”  You would target 
this age span, would you not, in terms of the greatest impact for the gospel? 

We know that approximately 70% of those who accept Jesus Christ as Savior do so as minors, and then 
again, on the younger end of the minor continuum.  And we also know that less than half the children raised 
in church remain active believers as adults.  If you’re like us, we read all the studies, all the stats that come 
out, all the reports that come out and they all say something slightly different.  I’ve seen reports that say 
90% of the kids raised in church are walking away from the faith.  Then I dig below it and find out it was a 
survey of two people.  It didn’t have a lot of veracity behind it.  But we’ve looked at all of the studies and all 
of the information on this and it’s very safe to say about half of our kids who were raised in a Christian 
home are not adopting the faith as their own by the time they graduate. 

Did anyone read “unChristian?”  Let me see your hands if you read the book, “unChristian.”   It came out 
several years ago.  I actually had the chance to bring the author in, David Kinnaman, to one of our 
intervational(?) lion’s(?) gatherings.  I read the book and I asked him about this, now for those who haven’t 
read it, the book is a bit of a market study.  They did use principles that you would use such as when you are 
comparing Coke to Pepsi with markets.  And they were asking them about Christianity.  What is your 
perception of Christianity?  How do you perceive it?  How would you describe it?  And so forth.   But they 
specifically targeted those who self-identified themselves as non-Christians.  They called them “outsiders.” 
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So these are outsiders to the Christian church giving critique and insight on how they perceive Christianity.  
And if you read the book, again, how many have read the book?  Ok, how many were really encouraged 
after reading that book?  None of us!  It’s a depressing book, because, well, you know the church is 
judgmental, they’re homophobic, all the things you might expect from a group outside the church throwing 
rocks.  When I was reading it, though, I found something very, very interesting and I had a chance to ask 
David about this.  I found it interesting that for those who describe themselves as outsiders who are not 
within the church, who are non-Christians, they were very, very detailed and specific about their criticism of 
Christianity.  Almost as if I was to go to you and you would say, “Kurt, what bugs me about you is that you 
leave your socks on the bathroom floor.”  Well, how do you know that unless you’ve lived in my house?   
And reading this book felt that way.  How are they that specific about what they don’t like about 
Christianity?  Are they really outsiders? 

And I asked David about that and he said, “There’s actually a statement in the book that says, ‘This leads to 
the sobering finding that the vast majority of outsiders in this country, particularly among young 
generations, are actually de-churched individuals.’”  You see, our problem is worse than we think it is.  This 
vast world of what we call the “unchurched” are not unchurched.   It would be easier if they were.  These 
are people who grew up attending church and said, “I don’t want what I saw.”  And for many, many years 
we as Christian leaders looked at this and said, “Well, we’ve got to be more hip, we’ve got to be more cool, 
we’ve got to be more cutting-edge” - missing the fact that the problem is not what is or isn’t happening at 
the church.   The problem’s what so desperately needs to happen in the home and that’s not been on our 
primary radar screen, has it? That’s not where we’ve been investing our time and effort.  It’s been an 
afterthought.  So no wonder we’re losing the battle. 

I’m going to recommend a couple of books.  There’s three of them, but these are the first two, “Soul 
Searching” and “Souls in Transition”.   If you want to dive into the research that has the most veracity on all 
of these themes, look at the stuff done by Christian Smith.  He’s based out of the University of Notre Dame.  
They study religious trends among teenagers across the spectrum.  It includes all the various Protestant 
denominations, Catholic; they include Mormons in there, Jews, so all of those who are observant in any way 
or not observant in any way.  What is the religious life of our young people?  

The first book, “Soul Searching,” started with a group of teenagers across the nation, a representative 
sampling.  Five years later they did, “Souls In Transition.”  Now these kids are entering college or they’re in 
college.  Where are they now in terms of that process?  And a third book that was just released, I think last 
year, and I lost the title, but you’ll find it.   The third book has to do with now that they’re emerging adults, 
where are they?  Fascinating research.  Now I’m going to warn you, it’s like eating shredded wheat to read 
these books because they’re very thick, they’re very dense in terms of research.   

But on the whole, the bottom line is simply this; we are losing more of our own kids to the world than we 
are winning unchurched people to Christ.  There’s a big hole in the bottom of the bucket and you know that, 
that’s why you’re here.   But if you’re looking for statistics that really have veracity I recommend looking at 
the work of Christian Smith. 

A couple of things in terms of “Understanding Our Times.”   The men of Issachar, in the Old Testament, 
were commended for understanding their times, so the people of God would know what to do.  Well, we 
need to understand our times, so that we, the leaders in the church, know what to do.  I’m not going to go 
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through a long list of demographic information, trends, and so forth.  You can subscribe to my blog if you 
want to read some of that or ask for a summary report on our website.  But bottom line is marriage is in real 
trouble, we know that.  In fact, “At no time in history,” one Demographer said, “with the possible exception 
of imperial Rome, has the institution of marriage been more problematic than it is today.”  I mean the whole 
battle of over homosexual marriage is just the latest round.  It goes all the way back to easy divorce.  
Marriage has been under attack for a long, long time and it’s playing out in our Christian marriages as well. 

But then on the parenting front, we’re swimming in new territory, new waters, on the parenting front.  
“We’re in the midst of a profound change,” another Demographer said, “in American life.”  We are shifting 
from a society of child-rearing families to a society of child-free adults.  I don’t know if you’re aware of 
this, it was about 2 years ago, for the first time in our history there were more households without children 
in them than there were with children in them.  It’s never been that way in the entire history of humanity and 
suddenly we’re there.  Why is that?  Partially it’s because we’re living longer, but the primary driver is 
falling fertility.  Marriage and family are no longer a big priority in life when that happens, according to 
Mary Eberstadt of the Hoover Institute.  She looked at the history of what happened throughout Europe.  We 
used to look at the trends and say, ”When we look at history, we see that when nations became less 
Christian, less devote in their faith, then very quickly after that fertility fell off.”  Which is a key 
measurement of marriage and family, ok?  So, less Christian, fewer children, the society moves away from 
the family.  She did an analysis that was fascinating that says, “Actually, it looks like it’s the other way 
around.”  It’s when a nation that has less marriage and parenting that then faith falls like a rock.  Well, of 
course.  If the home is the primary context of our spiritual formation, is the primary means of world 
evangelization and bringing faith from generation to generation, well, of course, that’s what’s going to be 
attacked.  And when that’s attacked, you win the battle over the faith. 

So here we are as Christian leaders in the church trying strategies, assuming we’re in the same waters we 
always have been, and we need to recognize our times.  No, things have shifted radically, and therefore, our 
strategies need to shift along with them to get back to God’s design. 

50,000 Foot View of all the trends - I won’t walk you through them now – but bottom line, marriage and 
parenthood are in serious decline.  It’s becoming less and less the norm in our culture.  Christian affiliation 
in North America is following that European pattern where faith and family disconnect and therefore faith 
falls off dramatically.  Christian parents are less intentional and more distracted during this key faith transfer 
window.   

How many of you have children under 12 in your household?  Let me see your hands.  We have one; our 
youngest is now 12 years old, we have three older ones.  We always refer to ourselves as being in the 
minivan years, because we have four children.  Do you know what it is to be in the minivan years?  It means 
you’re in the minivan, all the time, right?  That’s your life and is chaotic and it’s crazy and you’re running 
here and there.  That’s the same window of time, statistically, when most of those whoever come to faith do 
so.   The very time we’re so distracted and not being intentional.  So here we come to them and we say, 
“You need to be intentional about the faith formation of your kids.”  And these parents are going, “Are you 
crazy?  I’ve got soccer practice; I’ve got this, that and the other.  I’ve got church events, I’ve got school 
things.”  The very window they need to be intentional is the window in which they’re distracted.  As a 
result, we are losing more of our own kids than we are winning un-churched people to Christ. 
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At the beginning of our book, “It Starts At Home”, we said it like this, “If you’ve ever been part of a loving, 
healthy family, you have smelled the sweet aroma of heaven.  If you’ve lived in a troubled, broken home, 
you have breathed the foul stench of hell.   

Later on you will meet my wife briefly.  This was her story.  She was from a home that did not have faith in 
the home.  They never would have brought their kids to church, in fact, hated Christianity.  Youth ministry 
had a powerful impact on her life, being drawn into a church.  But you know what caused her to fall in love 
with Christ?  She started hanging out at this friend’s house who had a father in the home, who ate meals 
with his children.  They laughed together.  When they had conflicts, they actually forgave one another 
instead of running to their rooms and slamming the doors or fighting.  She saw that embodiment of the 
gospel in the context of a home and fell in love with what that could be, and received a vision of what she 
could have in her home some day, because she smelled that slight scent of what heaven is to be. 

So spiritual formation starts with making your home what God intended it to be, “a place of intimacy and 
joy instead of isolation and pain; a little bit of heaven rather than a foretaste of hell.”   

You ever see “Oliver”?  There’s a new version, but this is a picture of an older Disney version where they 
produced it in a musical.  You remember the opening scene, “Food, glorious food”, right, and they come out 
and they’re dreaming about having a decent meal and they bring their bowl for that one little serving of 
gruel they get every day.  And Oliver is nervous because he draws the short straw and he has to go up and 
ask for a second serving and he gets kicked out of the orphanage.  This is a very harsh place and you can tell 
by looking at the boys, they’re barefoot, disheveled, ill-kept, dirty, obviously unloved and uncared for in 
this orphanage.  But what’s interesting as you’re watching the opening sequence, the camera moves past the 
room where those who are running this orphanage are having their meal and they’re gorging themselves on 
a huge feast while the boys are half starved in the next room.   What’s even more fascinating is when you 
look on the wall, right behind the boys.  Three words, “God is Love”.  The question that I ask you and that I 
ask parents all the time is, “Are those three words true?”   That God is Love.  Are they?  Where do they 
come from?  Directly out of the scripture, “God is Love”.  Is their experience in their home telling them 
those words are true?  Which one are they going to believe? 

Now we, as church leaders, have gotten really good at declaring the words of scripture in our context, 
haven’t we?  As I said in the video that you saw earlier, perhaps some of the best, in the history of the 
church, is happening now –innovation in that arena.  I mean we have cutting edge worship bands; we have 
more than flannel graph, for heaven’s sakes, in terms of our strategies for communicating the truth.  But 
fewer and fewer are embracing the faith, why?  What desperately needs to happen in the home?  It needs to 
be embodied. 
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